After Action Report
Empire of the Sun 1943 PBEM Scenario
Dennis Nicholson (J) vs. Don Chappell (A)
15 November – 22 December 2008

In the 1943 Scenario PBEM Tournament, Don Chappell’s Allies were able to defeat Dennis Nicholson’s Japanese.  The Japanese conceded toward the end of GT-7 and the VP Level at a net -4.

GT-5:  On the whole, GT-5 was a disaster for the Allies.  They opened w/ Axiom in hopes of preempting the usual Japanese CBI offensive, but expecting to draw an interrupt card and getting that out of the way.  The Japanese held the ideal card, Gandhi Worker Strike, and flipped an Indian corps in addition to stuffing the offensive.  Then both sides used OC-3 cards to end ISR, followed by the Jpn putting the Allies back in ISR and drawing an extra card to boot!  (Which guaranteed moving twice at the end of the turn.)  The Royal Navy’s sneak (70% chance of success) move and bombardment of Mandalay was sniffed out and both the CV and BB were flipped for only one hit on the Jpn AF in the region.  The RN retired to Ceylon to deter any attack on the CBI LOC.  Jpn repositioned a portion of its strategic reserve, i.e. the Peiping air units and the Kure naval units to the CBI and Eniwetok respectively.  After much consideration, the Allies turned in EC-3 Reno II to once again get out from under ISR.  The Jpn responded by playing yet another ISR card against the Allies and drawing still another card.  That’s three draws in four plays if you are counting, and as Dennis put it, it was becoming all too clear that MacArthur’s personality truly was making him “The Emperor’s General”!  

With a stack of moves that would go unanswered in their future, the Allies started to think defensively.  Using Toenails from the FOQ, the 1st MarDiv and some of the fleet were paired in Espiritu Santo, the remainder of the fleet dispersed to nearby Efate and the Marine Bde was sent to Dutch Harbor to telegraph its intentions of recapturing Attu/Kiska.  The Emperor responded by moving the China marker with his FOQ Card.  (I think this is a strong move in the 1943 scenario.  In GT-6 the Jpn will be able to take one shot at capturing China with an OC offensive.  To make that a real threat, they have to use cards to advance the China marker and they need to retain their block on the Burma Road.  This requires the Allies to match their cards in China.)  To attempt to get PoW somewhere, the Allies used Lilliput  to invade at Green Island, tried a sneak invasion at Attu with just the Marine Bde, and looking toward the future landed U.S. I Corps on New Britain Island just south of Rabaul.  The Allies gained surprise and Green Island failed to become a Special Reaction.  However, the Jpn held out at Attu/Kiska when neither side got enough hits to flip any one.  The Jpn reinforced the CBI and other minor posts.  The Allies couldn’t afford the potential CV losses, so stashed Forager into the FOQ.  Then, it turned out for the Allies that every silver lining does have a big black cloud around it.  Colonel Tsugi  came out to play.  The IJA proceeded wipe out all the defenses except for the 15th Corps which was cowering in Dacca and fortunately couldn’t be reached.  With the CBI now a write off, the Allies began staging ground units, including the 3rd NZ, into positions from which they might be useable to recapture the Mandates or NG ports in the following turn.  Not to be out done by Col Tsugi, Admiral Ugaki wanted to play as well.  Fortunately the Allied CVs were a bit too much of a stretch or an additional PW would have been lost.  Instead the Admiral helped mop up in the CBI.  Because the main Jpn ground forces had to fight their way thru the wreckage of burning and abandoned (due to EAM) Allied airbases, a weakened Jpn army was the first to move into Dacca.  The Brit 15 Corps took the opportunity to dee-dee.  Claiming that it was more important to defend Calcutta, it left for those environs instead of staying to be wiped out.  This turned out to be a key move because it became the basis of a slow deliberate Allied build-up.  The Jpn ended the turn by playing their last card into the FOQ.

With all N. Indian airbases occupied, the Hump Marker went to the Zero Box.  India went to Unrest.  Allied PW dropped to 4 for failure to make PoW and failure to recapture Attu/Kiska.

 GT-6:  Two things to comment on during the Rein/Repl Phase.  The Allies used both replacements to restore the Brit 33 Corps in Dacca.  The Japanese chose not to take any reinforcements, thus preserving their option for a China Offensive.  Allied Subs hit to reduce the Jpn hand to six cards.   The Allies played PT Boats  to cancel ANTS and mainly to get another card.  The Jpn burned their pass immediately.  With both Slim’s Burma Offensive and Sextant Conference in hand, the Allies faced a difficult choice.  It was clear that the only certain path to victory involved getting at least some of N. India back.  However, the chances of success would be helped immensely if it were done during GT-7 after another round of ground reinforcements, and more importantly less Jpn time to react.  Yet, Slim’s Offensive was a pretty good card and Sextant also offered those juicy Chinese replacements in addition to finally ending ISR.  I confess that I didn’t think of keeping Slim as an FOQ, which might have been smartest.  What I did was play the event immediately and once again hope to draw out an interrupt card, but live with the success if it were forced upon me.  At least with the Jpn counterattacking in the CBI, I might make mischief in the Pacific.  Sure enough the Monsoons hit and I bid a sad farewell to the tanks of the Desert Rats and horde and a half of Chinese riflemen.  The IJA used an OC to rearrange their CBI defense and essentially make Dacca invulnerable even against a surprise attack.  Sextant Conference was played to end ISR anyway and the Jpn responded promptly with Imperial Intervention.  They traded Tojo Resigns for US Army/Navy Dispute.   With the future of U.S. joint/combined operations obviously limited, Operation King II was launched.  BB Mass was sent to bombard Davao to make the required attack on the Philippines.  Along the way it taunted the Yamato to come play instead of hiding behind the skirts of the air units.  Gasmata was taken overland by US I Corps, the Aussie 2 Corps landed just south of the Vogelkop resource hex, the 2nd MarDiv backfilled the hex south of Rabaul and other reinforcements staged in and around Port Moresby to threaten Lae.   Dennis wisely ignored the taunts and sent only aircraft, and more than enough aircraft, to sink the BB Mass.  As you will soon read, this became somewhat of a theme this turn.

The Japanese used a WIE to reinforce Vogelkop and Saipan.  With ISR still NOT in effect, the Allies used the opportunity to rearrange both ships and land based air as well as ground units of both colors to facilitate future “non-joint” operations as well as to be in position to use any of the three US HQ for their bonus activations.  Then Jpn closed the ISR window again, drawing a card in the process and once again gaining an extra move at the end of the turn.  Having staged,  during the previous turn, the EnZed’s in Gilli-Gilli with ships in just in case one of their two Surprise Attack events came up, it seemed a good time to launch a demoralizing sneak attack of my own, aka Operation Ash.  So the (CVL San Jacinto), which had been flipped by a sub attack during King II that I failed to mention, and the EnZed’s sailed for empty Hollandia.  With the leftover activation, the BB North Carolina was sent to bombard the uncovered Jpn ground forces at Lae.  Not so fast, Allies.  The Japanese intercepted with a JN-25 Code Change, but alas for them they failed by one spot on the die to turn Hollandia into a special reaction hex.  This meant the entire fury of the IJN had to be focused on BB NC.  That’s two BB’s sunk if you are keeping count.  The IJN was in no mood for the EnZed to be in their back-pocket, so they launched Operation A-Go including a full strength army from Davao to take it back.  The Allies had sent (CVL San Jacinto) back to Gilli-Gilli so the battle hex was without air recon.  However, the die rolls started to turn against the Jpn at this point and a successful reaction was made anyway.  The U.S. Navy came out of hiding in force and fought to gain A-N superiority.  Both sides did max damage which flipped BB Yamato and a bunch of Jpn land based air.  The Allies flipped CV Enterprise and lost as sunk BB Washington.  (That would now be 3 full strength BB counters, or 6 battlewagons in less than four months….)  However the Jpn landing force was turned back.

After such losses, it was getting hard to reconcile what had to be done with what it was going to cost.  However, the necessity of once again ending ISR literally forced my hand.  I played MacArthur Morale Obligation and selected the now four battle veteran (CVL San Jacinto) to ride to glory by making the obligatory attack on the Philippines tho it was certain suicide.  The (CV Wasp) was sent to Saipan to pin down the only possible Jpn Amphib reaction force, another pinning attack was made against the ground forces in Madang.  I then loaded up the entire Allied game and put it on the backs of my grunts.  To my thinking this was THE critical move of the game.  Other important moves occurred, but without success here, they wouldn’t have mattered.  Up to this point, Jpn was calling the shots and had the VP needed in hand to win.  With minimal air cover, ground attacks with US I Corps and 2nd MarDiv went overland against Rabaul in one battle, and in the second, US XI, XIV, XXIV went against Lae.  The Jpn were able to react, but being limited to A-N units they could seriously affect only one key ground battle.  The Japanese sank the valiant (CVL San Jacinto) and (CV Wasp) and flipped a bunch of LRBs.  At Rabaul the IJA rolled 50% damage and was eliminated without causing any US ground losses.  Thus the Mandates fell.  At Lae, two full strength Jpn armies, one the Korea Army were eliminated and only flipped XIV Corps in the process.  A truly humiliating defeat for the IJA.  The P-38s of 5th AF got a CH on the Jpn air cover over Lae, eliminating it.  Without the resulting +2 DRM, the Allied victory would have been incomplete, and a Jpn counterattack would have posed a significant threat.  Had the dice been reversed in these two battles, this game would have been over.  Now, the Allies had a chance even tho they were still down in VP.  

In retribution, Adm Yamamoto cast his eyes over the map and saw in Guadalcanal and distant Efate the two remaining Allied CVs.  Out came Eastern Force and the Kido Butai sortied.  For some reason the Allies escorting BBs were missing. (Go figure! <eyeroll>)  All the full strength Allied land based air that could absorb some of the punishment was smothered.  The Jpn forces were strong enough to all but guarantee elimination of both flipped CVs.  However, either Yamamoto’s N-2 failed or his N-4 failed.  The Allies detected the operation,  (CV Lexington) off Guadalcanal was doomed.  But (CV Enterprise) had some operational warning and called upon the Aussies for yet one more measure of help and His Majesty’s Australian Ships Kent and Canberra made for Efate at best speed.  They arrived just in time to screen (CV Enterprise) from the big guns of the Kongo and Kirishima BB Div.  (CV Enterprise’s F6Fs helding their own against the airstrikes of CV Shokaku.  Once again in this game turn, the dice favored the Allies, limiting the Japanese to 50% hits.  In terms of this “story line”, the Aussie cruisers confounded the battlewagons and turned them back whilst sacrificing themselves in the process.  I doubt in this tournament that anyone else will get as much out of the CA Kent counter as I did, tho it was a desperation move on my part!  Either Dennis didn’t see HMAS Kent (N-2 failure) or ran out of activations (N-4 failure), but with a decent Jpn roll it wouldn’t have made a difference anyway.

In any case, there was enough “minor damage” (and not a clean pair of skivvies left) on the (CV Enterprise), so I was forced to play Forager from the FOQ.  With Ugaki in the discard pile (CV Enterprise) left immediately for sanctuary at Pearl Harbor.  The SF Bde took Nauru for PoW purposes, but also for use as an LRB base in anticipation of taking on the Marshall’s during GT-7.  The rest of the card was used for rearrangements and three “throw away” air attacks on Jpn air units to get the card bonus and make sure that the air replacements could be used.  Both sides ended the game turn by playing cards into the FOQ.  The Allies put in China Offensive.  I held that card right up to the end of the turn because there was always the danger of the Jpn playing a China event and then an OC-3 card for a China Offensive and winning the game there.  Dennis had set that move up, and had I not had a way to counter his China Event, that would have won the game for him for certain.

GT-6 ended with the VPs at 7 (Jpn Tactical).  The Allies had gained the Mandates and held 4 New Guinea ports.  They had held PoW.  Fortunately they dodged another PW loss with the carriers, and even more fortunately neither the U.S. nor the Australian public held us accountable for the fact that there wasn’t one surviving surface ship west of Pearl Harbor.  In fact there were no Allied ships at all west of Pearl Harbor until one got to Ceylon.  The game remained very much up for grabs!  Exciting!!!

GT-7:  Obviously, the Allies desperately needed their new Navy now arriving from the Delayed Reinforcements box.  As previously envisioned we were able to spend the ground reinforcements to restore the Indian 4 Corps to full strength in Madras. (Both 14th AF counters were cluttering up the stacking limits in Calcutta.)  Any temptation to have sent ground replacements to the Americans in the SW Pac was moot because of the ridiculously low ground losses suffered there.  Insult thus was added to the Japanese injury.  The Jpn used sent two divisions in China to the Palaus / Ulithi including the (Korea Army).  (CVL Kaiyo) reinforced Eniwetok.  Other reinforcements went to Wewak, the Allies’ obvious next target in New Guinea.  Allied subs knocked the Jpn hand down to 6 cards.

The Allies opened with Edwin Booz and took advantage of the fact that they had staged 3rd MarDiv and CV Essex in Funafuti in hopes of getting an OC-1 card.  Later the Allied Command would face a dilemma by being 1 ASP short, but at the time it didn’t seem that 1 more ASP would matter as much as gaining some staging bases for potential operations in the Marshalls.   The surprise attack was spoiled by aerial recon, but Jpn was unable to make a Special Reaction to the SF Bde who snuck into Ponape (LRB range to Saipan, no more having to sacrifice a CV to pin down the IJN Amphib reaction force.)  Jpn could have reacted to the Marine landing on Tarawa but not in sufficient strength to gain A-N superiority over the CV Essex task force.  Air units moved up to Nauru and Tarawa during the PBM.   The Jpn used an OC-2 to rearrange some ground units.  Two of the most telling were a flipped army to Manila and a full strength army to Eniwetok.  Both, but especially the latter, would end up shaping the rest of the Allied game plan.  The Allies played China Offensive from the FOQ to move both counters of 14th AF out of Calcutta and stage Indian 4 Corps into Calcutta.  Unfortunately, this left the Allied ground forces without A-N cover from Jpn Bombardment.   Dennis pounced on that gazelle like the leopard he is by playing Naval Battle of Guadalcanal and sending 43 air factors to Calcutta and the 20-12 38th Army into Dacca for the now foreordained ground battle.  The Allies played an Ultra card to guarantee the intercept and to get a look at another card.  It was obvious that if SEAC sent its air to the defense that it might not have the air strength later to make its own attack.  Again I called for a RN Cruiser; in accordance with Kipling’s 1899 poem of that title:

“As our mother the Frigate, bepainted and fine,
Made play for her bully the Ship of the Line;
So we, her bold daughters by iron and fire,
Accost and decoy to our masters' desire.”

CA London was dispatched from the Maldives to “accost and decoy” all the bombs.  It did so.  The lesson here, dear readers, is never let your daughter marry a cruiser skipper under my command.  (Not that there is much danger of that…, unless you have a cardboard daughter….)
What really turned this Ultra play interesting, as Dennis is now learning for the first time, is that I drew Roosevelt-Nimitz-MacArthur which would allow me to retrieve Slim’s Burma Offensive from the discard pile.  That card would improve my chances of retaking at least Dacca to a bit better than 50%.  However, Calcutta would still be subject to bombardments until I could take a break to swap out a WIE card that I happened to have in my hand for Slim.  I thought if I made that play immediately, then Dennis would promptly respond by bombarding again, so I decided to try to divert his attention by playing Victor Plans with HQ ANZAC to send the Aussie 3 Corps and two full strength US Corps against Madang.  The attack was supported by the Aussie RAAF to pin down the Jpn army in Wewak and by (CV Lexington) to force an A-N response or allow me to gain the +4 DRM.  The Japanese played Counterattack at Savo Island (available due to the Tojo reshuffle) and ended up waxing both the Aussies and the (Lexington), and drawing a replacement card to boot.  However, the ground attack was a foregone conclusion.  The IJA finally started to give a some account of itself, however, by flipping the US XI Corps.  That left five Allied ground steps in the hex – such foreshadowing tells you, of course, that this will mean something later.

Dennis will have to share, if he chooses, whether the Madang attack actually distracted him (unlikely) or if he realized that I would keep throwing trash LRB units into to cover Calcutta (likely), but in either case, he decided to use his Pass at this point.  So I played the Roosevelt-N-M ISR ender and swapped a WIE card for Slim’s Burma Offensive.  There could be no doubt now what I intended, so I started rubbing up my rabbit’s feet to make the necessary roll to change the Intel condition.  Dennis instead kept his powder dry and played the Flight Instructors event instead; taking all three replacements as new units in the Borneo-Philippines-Palau areas.  It was time to finally unleash the soon to be Viscount Marshall Slim and the Desert Rats.  They were supported by BB Warspite and the two non-LRB AF.  The Jpn played another JN-25 card to guarantee the intercept condition, further sign that Dennis was actually seeking battle here, and sent in air support of his own.  But the A-N dice came up 8 vs. 0 in the Allies favor, so 3 of the 4 Jpn steps were knocked out, but the one left canceled an Allied +2 DRM.  Yet the Allies still had a net +3 DRM because of BB Warspite and the 7th Arm Bde.  The Allies rolled a 5 which meant 150% hits, to the Japanese 4 for 100% hits.  Thus in the “Stalingrad of the East”, the Japanese lost 3 armies (5 steps) and the Allies lost 4 steps.  A fifth step (the 7th Arm Bde) was loss due to the subsequent over stack.  But Dacca, or actually the burned out hootches and collapsed canals and bridges of Dacca, were freed – resetting the India Unrest counter, restoring the Hump, and eliminating all Jpn ground forces in N.India and Burma all the way to Rangoon.  From this point forward, the Allies had the clear initiative and the pressure was on the Japanese to find a way to regain their VP, but with only a handful of cards remaining.  A Stalingrad-like turning point indeed!

The Emperor took some time to evaluate the position, but then apparently decided that N.India could be regained.  So play of Imperial Intervention as an OC-2 saw fleet units from Truk, army air & ground units from Tokyo, and the (33rd Army) from Manila all head to the CBI.  Now there was an amphibious threat for the Allies to consider as well.   In reaction the Allies played British X-Craft to flip BB Yamato which had taken up A-N cover position at Wewak.  The Allies drew Operation Detachment with its nasty little condition of an Amphibious move within 10 hexes of Tokyo as a replacement card.

To counter the Japanese build up the Allies played 20th Bomber Cmd as an OC-3 to overrun all of N.India and advance into Burma.  The (Brit 15 Corps) stayed at Dacca to guard (rather weakly) against an amphibious assault, and the rest of the defense of N.India was a thin red line indeed.   Jpn played Kamikaze Attack as an OC-2 to stage 3 armies within striking range of the Allies spread out in 1 step positions from the Bay of Bengal to Lashio.  The Allies couldn’t fall back without giving up VP hexes, and they didn’t have the strength to defend them.  My only hope for a defense was that I would be able to clog up the Japanese attack with air bases that I could occupy (thus creating battle hexes) after PBM.  So with that unhappy decision complete in the CBI, the only other thing to do was to take something in the Pacific either as a distraction, or if he did not move to defend it, to make up counterbalancing VPs.   

The Allies’ two remaining cards were S-Day and Detachment.  I finally decided on playing  S-Day on HQ ANZAC first.  When the Jpn (33rd Army) advanced to the CBI from Manila, I began to covet that hex.  It is a port within 11 hexes of Tokyo and a resource hex.  But even empty it was not clear that it could be held.  On the other hand, it was important enough to draw Dennis’ attention to it; to make him consider using an activation or even two to defend it.  I was, truth be told, hoping that it would attract the full strength 35th Army at Eniwetok because with only 3 ASPs remaining, I could not afford to attack such a strongly defended position and Kwajalein as well.  I also could not afford the PW loss of sending a single U.S. unit on the mission to Manila.  So I sent CVE Sangamon and my EnZed’s once again, deep into the Emperor’s backyard on the Manila diversion.  The main attack from S-Day was against Wewak.  Success there meant that on my last card I would have to take Biak and Vogelkop to take New Guinea OR both Kwajalein and Eniwetok for the Marshalls OR perhaps one of Saipan, Palau, Ulithi, Leyte or Truk.  If only getting 1 VP, tho, I had best get lucky in the subsequent defense of N.India or it would be too close to call with the Jpn moving last.  But much of the threat to Jpn rested on taking Wewak and making sure they had to spread out their defense to allow some freedom of action for Detachment.  The Japanese made their intercept roll, but then failed (only 20% chance)  to make their special reaction to make a fight out of Manila!  This didn’t give the Allies any VPs yet because the hex would be OOS at the end of the move, and in the scenario the hex has to be in supply to count as captured.  However, it did give Detachment a whole brand new set of weakly defended potential target hexes that could be attacked to open an LOC to that VP rich hex.  In what had become, in this game, the Allies’ signature attack of massive ground forces covered by minimal air units, the Aussie 3 Corps, US XXIV Corps and the (XI Corps) attacked the Jpn (2nd Army) and full strength 19th Army.  A LRB pinning attack was directed against Saipan, which I mistakenly thought was the only available amphibious reaction force.  I had misread the Cyberboard and believed the Jpn 18th Army on Palau was full strength, but it was flipped, so it reacted into battle as well.  The “sure thing” became a blunder.  The Japanese die roll yielded 150% or 54 hits, finally a decent result for the IJA.  This resulted in only the flipped Aussie 3 Corps surviving the battle, because the four Japanese steps were also eliminated by an Allied 100% or 55 hit outcome.  

Unfortunately, there came at this point one of those discontinuities that inevitably occurs in wargaming.  Dennis had the impression that rule 16.45 reduced the PW if the AMERICANS were wiped out in a battle.  In fact, the PW is lost only if ALL the Allies are lost, and at least one is an American division or corps.  Needless to say, he was quite disappointed in learning of this, but the consummate gentleman that he is, there was no complaint.  But the spirit had gone out of him as well.  With Manila, the pearl of the Orient, surprisingly back in Allied hands, the Japanese would need three cards to make two successful attacks in the CBI and a counteroffensive in the Pacific to win the game.  The Japanese only had two cards; Dennis resigned.

Had Manila remained a diversion instead of a conquest, I believe that Detachment was a strong enough card to give the Allies the chance to consolidate some additional VPs in the Pacific.  The main challenge was that the Allies only had 3 ASPs remaining.  That surely seemed like a lot to Dennis, but to get the 11 activations promised by Detachment I needed to spend at least one ASP on a throw away attack on Marcus Island or somewhere.  That left only two, basically two Marine Divisions, to capture whatever else was needed.  And that meant, probably no where that was defended by a Jpn ground unit.  So what could be taken would depend on where he had ground troops remaining as he couldn’t really rearrange any and still make the necessary attack in the CBI.  In this particular game the Japanese ground forces took the beating for the Emperor, and unfortunately for Dennis, they did not get compensatory die rolls.  In fact, the table was definitely slanted toward the Allies with respect to the die rolls across the board.  

Yet, I’m proud to claim the victory anyway against such a skilled opponent.  I did have to get the troops to the right place to make the die rolls meaningful, and I did weather (pun intended) some outrageous sequences of Jpn cards at the beginning of the game.  Luck, as always, played its role.  But daring and timing by both of us did as well to keep this a knuckle cracker right down to the end.  For me, the break came when I decided to put this allegedly “naval” game into the hands of my Leathernecks and G.I.’s.  And I was saved innumerable times by the ANZACs – air, land and especially sea.  Now whenever I’m playing Star Fleet Battles or anything similar, you can believe that I will be naming some of my ships HMS London, HMS Ceylon,  HMAS Kent and HMAS Canberra!

If this AAR seems one sided, I apologize.  I only got to play one side.  I hope Dennis is able to find time during this busy work season of his to comment and correct as necessary.

-- Don 





